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This report summarizes post-flight instrumentation hardware and 
data evaluations for 360L003. 
The 360L003 motors were equipped with Developmental Flight 
Instrumentation (DFI), Operational Flight Instrumentation (OFI), 
and Ground Environment Instrumentation (GEI). The DFI was 
designed to measure strain, temperature, pressure, and vibration 
at various locations on the motor during flight. The DFI is used 
to validate engineering models in a flight environment. The OF1 
consists of six Operational Pressure Transducers (OPTS) which 
monitor chamber pressure during flight. 
transducers are used in the SRB separation cue. GEI measures the 
motor case, igniter flange, and nozzle temperatures prior to 
launch. 
These pressure 
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
The latest revision of the following documents are applicable to 
the extent specified herein. 
TWR- 15968 Interim Summary/Status Pressure Transducer 
Investigation 
ICD 3-44005 SRB to SRM Electrical and Instrumentation 
Subsystems 
3.0 SUMMARY 
3.1 Hardware Inspection Summary 
Overall, the post flight condition of the instrumentation was 
excellent. There w a s  substantially less damage on this flight 
set than there has been on the past two flights. There were a 
total of 21 aft edge hits caused by re-entry debris. This 
compares to well over 100 aft edge hits on past flights. Cork 
was also missing just forward of the kick-ring joint. This cork 
is normally blown away due to air and water trapped inside the 
aft skirt at splash down. However, greater amounts of soot were 
deposited on broken edges of the cork than was apparent in the 
past. The MTI and MSFC Teams concluded that this was due to 
greater amounts of soot and burning foam in the aft skirt caused 
by separation of the exit cone at apogee. The Ice and Debris 
Team did not agree and a PR was written. Cork samples were 
removed and sent to the Malfunction Lab. No conclusions were 
available at the time of this writing. 
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A l l  c bling and sensors were inspected and d termined t be in 
nominal condition with the exception of the aft dome area and two 
accelerometers. Because the exit cone was separated at apogee, 
there was a greater amount of heating and sooting inside the aft 
skirt than there has been in the past. There was, however, less 
water impact damage. In the past much of the cabling is 
completely torn off. The cabling on the aft domes on this flight 
remained intact at the connectors. This caused a problem in that 
the cables hung down around the nozzle and the divers had to work 
around them to insert the nozzle plug. The divers were told that 
they could cut these cables if the problem occurs in the future. 
Two accelerometers, B08D7175A and B08D8177A were not tightly 
secured to their mounting blocks at the time of inspection. 
These accelerometers are inspected after the accelerometer 
assemblies are hydrolased from the motor and disassembled. The 
data was reviewed and appears to be normal, indicating that the 
loosening was a post-flight event. Since the accelerometers are 
enclosed in a fairing, there is no debris concerns with the loose 
accelerometers. All accelerometers and low pressure fairings 
were tightly bonded to the motor cases. 
3 . 2  Data Performance Summary 
360L003 contained 531 channels of instrumentation - 417 DFI, 6 
OFI, and 108 GEI. Of the 417 channels of DFI, 28 were waived. 
375 (96 .4%)  of the remaining 389 functioned properly throughout 
their respective mission phase. 105 (97 .2%)  out of 108 GEI gages 
and 6 (100%) OF1 gages functioned properly throughout their phase 
of the mission. Excluding gages which were waived, 486 (97%) of 
the remaining 503 DFI, GEI and OF1 gages performed as expected. 
This is an acceptable percentage. All launch commit criteria 
gages were functioning prior to launch. 
Girth gages on both the right and left hand motor showed data 
spikes similar to those seen on 360L001 and 360L002. The data 
spikes occur during ignition transient, and seem to be present 
only in girth gage data. Also, several girth gages on the right 
motor showed a - 2 5  second lag from the expected strain curve. 
The causes of these anomalies have not been determined, although 
there is reason to believe that they are related. 
Approximately 29% of nozzle and aft dome instrumentation was lost 
during max reentry or chute deployment (Appendix B ) .  The loss of 
these measurements severely reduces the ability to measure and 
understand splash down loads. 




4.1 Hardware Condition 
The condition of the instrumentation and associated TPS is 
excellent. The MTI and MSFC Teams agree that there are no debris 
issues. However, at the request of the Debris Team some cork 
samples were evaluated at the Malfunction Lab to determine if 
cork next to the kick-ring joint could have come off in Flight. 
Lab tests were inconclusive. 
4.2 Data Conclusions 
The data recovered from 360L003 was good with few exceptions. A 
few anomalies were noted on girth gages during the ignition 
transient (Appendix B). Data from these instruments seemed to be 
good through the remainder of the flight. 
Instrument losses in the nozzle area during descent due to 
thermal curtain break-up has limited the amount of nozzle splash 
down data that is available. 
Due to the loss of much of the aft dome/nozzle instrumentation, 
adequate data is not available to determine splash down loads. 
Since this is a time period where adequate data was not obtained 
from the SRM Program, and previous RSRM flights have had similar 
losses, there is no existing data to verify these loads. 
DFI needs to continue as long as there are areas that is not 
fully understood or there are loads that are not verified. If 
DFI is continued, a design change is required to better protect 
the sensors and cabling installed on the aft dome and nozzle. 
5.0 DISCUSSION 
5.1 Hardware Inspection 
The TPS had minimal damage. There were 11 aft edge hits on the 
left RSRM and 10 hits on the right RSRM. The largest cork 
damaged area was on the left RSRM at station 539, 105O. There 
was a 4 by 6 inch piece of cork (see figure 1) that was torn away 
due to debris impact causing cohesive failure in the cork. There 
was no evidence of heat effect in the damaged area. 
There was no evidence of unusual erosion or heat affect on any of 
the cork runs. However, the aft segments were heavily sooted. 
This is a result of severing the exit cone at apogee. Because 
the exit cone was shorter during a greater portion of the flight, 
there was substantially more heat in the aft skirt area. This 
caused the aft skirt foam to burn and many of the hydrazine lines 
to detonate adding to the heat and soot inside the aft skirt and 
on the aft segment. 
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The DFI cork just forward of the kick-ring joint had areas of 
missing or broken cork intermittently around the full 
circumference (see Figure 2). This is a typical condition that 
has been observed on past flights. This damage was attributed to 
air and water flowing through the joint at splash-down. In a few 
locations on this flight, there were soot deposits on the broken 
edge of the remaining cork. Because of the soot the Ice and 
Debris Team asked that a squawk be written. The squawk was 
submitted with non-concur signatures from both the Morton Thiokol 
and the MSFC Teams. Pieces of the cork were removed and 
examined. Looking at the back of the removed cork, a soot trail 
was evident leading from the joint interface to the were the cork 
was missing (see figure 3). Figure shows that the sooting only 
occurred on the forward edge of the damaged area. The clean aft 
edge indicates that the cork was not lost in flight. The Teams 
concluded that light sooting was present on past flights and that 
the heavier sooting on this flight was caused by an increased 
amount of soot trapped in the aft skirt at splash-down. However, 
with the Ice and Debris Teams insistence, a Problem Report was 
generated. Action was assigned to the KSC Malfunction Lab to 
determine when the soot was deposited. Results were 
inconclusive. 
The Operational Pressure Transducers (OPTS) were inspected prior 
to and after removal from the motors. One OPT on the right hand 
motor was found to have some case damage (see figure 4). This 
damage was noted prior to removal from the motor. A D.R. search 
was accomplished. No past damage was indicated. When the damage 
occurred is not known. All other inspections were as expected. 
All transducers were tight with no evidence of any leakage, the 
connectors and wiring were all properly secured, and the ports 
were open. 
The accelerometer and low pressure fairings were inspected and 
found to be in good condition and securely bonded to the motors. 
The accelerometer blocks were then hydrolased f r o m  the motors and 
disassembled. An internal inspection was performed noting that 
two accelerometers were not tight against their respective 
mounting blocks. These were both axial accelerometers and were 
located at station 1479.5, 0 degrees on the right RSRM and 
station 839.5, 0 degrees on the left RSRM. The data from these 
sensors appear to be okay, indicating that the sensors came loose 
after flight. During the hydrolase operation, the cork ramp on 
the front of the accelerometer is the first thing to break away 
from the motor. With the ramp missing, the hydrolaser can be 
sprayed directly into the fairing loosening the accelerometers. 
Since the actual accelerometer is completely 
fairing, and the fairing was securely bonded 
is no debris concern associated with a loose 
if it occurs during flight. 
enclosed in a 
to the motor, there 
accelerometer even 
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Water impact damage on the aft dome was less than that observed 
on the past two flights. The instrumentation cables that are 
bonded to the aft dome have been torn completely off the motor in 
the past. On this flight the cables remained attached at both 
connectors. The loose part of at least one of the cables hung 
down around the nozzle opening causing the divers some problem 
when they tried to install the nozzle plugs. The divers were 
instructed that these cables could be cut if they are in the way 
in the future. 
5.2 Measurement Performance 
A list of instrumentation is contained in Appendix B, C and D. 
These tables include gage locations and observations made while 
reviewing the data. 
5.2.1 DFI 
The DFI on 360L003 consisted of 417 channels (appendix B) of 
instrumentation. Before launch, 28 gages were damaged or flagged 
as not functioning. These gages were waived. Of the remaining 
389 gages, 375 (96.4%) performed properly. 
Data spikes similar to those seen on 360L001 and 360L002 were 
also observed on 360L003. They occurred on girth gages on both 
right and left motors. The spikes were concentrated on the right 
motor, with a single spiking gage on the left forward segment. 
The spikes on both motors occurred at approximately .25 seconds. 
Girth gages on the right RSRM, forward and center field joints 
exhibited an unexpected lag in the strain curve, in which the 
data showed no apparent strain for approximately .25 seconds. 
After .25 seconds the strain curves were as predicted. Spikes 
were not observed on gages that showed a data lag. 
The cause of these girth gage data anomalies has not been 
determined, although the data spiking and lagging phenomena are 
probably related. Further study of the problem needs to be 
completed to determine why data spiking and lagging are seen on 
girth gages, and not on biaxial strain gages. 
The igniter pressure transducers on both motors read low during 
the early part of the flight. This was the result of polytropic 
heating. This problem is explained in detail in TWR-15968. 
Instrumentation installed in the nozzle/aft dome consisted of 16 
girth gages and 52 strain gages. Of these, 45 gages were 
functioning during accent. However, 20 measurements were lost 
prior to splash down due to reentry loads and/or chute 
deployment. 
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Those losses are a result of the breakup of the thermal curtain, 
exposing the sensors and cables to excessive heating and 
aerodynamic loading. The sensors and cables either failed due to 
the heat or break due to aerodynamic loading and/or the shock of 
chute deployment. 
Instrument losses in the nozzle area could be reduced by 
increasing thermal protection, and making the instruments more 
resistant to shock loading. 
Measurement losses in the nozzle area on 360L001, 360L002, 
360L003, as well as on the SRM Program has limited the amount of 
nozzle splash down data that is available. The loss of data has 
hampered model verification, and has made determining water 
impact loads difficult. 
5.2.2 GEI 
The GEI instrumentation on 360L003 consisted of 108 temperature 
sensors (appendix C), RTD’s, which monitor motor case temperature 
while the motor is on the pad. Of the 108 GEI gages, 105 (97.2%) 
were functioning before launch. One gage was lost on each of the 
forward center segment. One gage on the right hand case-to- 
nozzle joint was reading low. 
5.2.3 OF1 
The OF1 on 360L003 consisted of three Operational Pressure 
Transducers (OPT), (appendix D) per booster. These OPTS monitor 
motor chamber pressure during flight. These pressure transducers 
are used to initiate the SRB separation cue and give ballistic 
data to verify performance variation. All OF1 pressure 
transducers functioned as expected. 
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APPENDIX A 
P o s t  Flight Evaluation Forms 
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Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Table A 4  
Instrumentation TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: S7-3 -029 I Date: 16 M AR 1987  I Time: 
~ -~ 
Side: a Left (A) 0 Right (B) 
Inspector(s): Bryo,, As -9 h 




A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? 
B. Missing Material > 1.67” X 1.67” (TPSVD)? 
C. Debrislimpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
If any of these conditions exist, note: 
Ending Circumferential Axial 
Degree Width . Length 
Location (in.) (In.) 
(Des.) (WIDTH) (LENGTH) 
4 
Starting Ending Starting 
Condition Station Station Degree 





- 5  
e 2 . r  
Notes I Comments 
Comment 8heeti.r) attached? 25 Yes - no 
REV. 
SEC :?AGE 4 
' - Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Side: Left (A) 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
_ _  Inspector(8): , , I , 
Segment: Fomrrrd (FWO) Component: TPS I 
. .  . 
I 




Observation Drawing Worksheet - L.H. Forward Segment TPS Layout 
Figure A-1 
NO. D C 
SEC 
TWR-16475, Book lI,o, Ix 
PAGE 7 
S f A  
851.48 
A 
- I Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Table A-I 
instrumentation TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: ~ 7 3  - 0 29 I Date: / 4 &,r /987 1 Time: 
Side: B L e f t  (A) cl Right (8)  
Inspector(s): Bryo B4 LIJ4 





A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? 
B. Missing Material > 1.67" X 1.67" (TPSVD)? 
C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
If any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Ending 
Condition Station Station 
(Observation Location Location 




























Notes I Comments 
Comment sheet (3) attached? x Yes - no 
REV. A 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
OWiGfNAL PAGE IS 
OF POUR QadALtTY 
(270") 
















Observation Drawing Worksheet - L.H. Forward Center Segment TPS Layout 
Figure A-2 
REV. A 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Table A-l 
Instrumentation TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: ST3 - 02 4 I Date: / 6 &‘E /9%4 1 Time: 
Side: E lLe f t  (A) Right (e) 
inspector(s): RrY4 , uq /7 
Segment: 0 Forward (FWD) ;orward Center (FCS) Aft Center (ACS) 0 Aft (AFT) 
Component: TPS 
Comment 
TPS Conditioq Number 
A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? - Yes - / no 
B. Missing Material > 1.67” X 1.67” (TPSVD)? J yes no / 
no I C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? - Yes - 
d no D. Unbonds (DEBND)? - Yes -
if any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Ending Starting Ending Circumferential Axial Radial 
Condition Station Station Degree Degree Width . Length Depth 
(Observation Location Location Location Location (in.) (In.) (in.) 
I 
/ Y  / L  
(WIDTH) 






. z z  
I z< 
# 2 5  
I 
Comment sheet is) attached? .x, Yes - no 
REV. J- 
DOC 
NO. TWR-16475, Sook 1 VOL Ix 
SEC PAGE 4 
- Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
~~ ~~ ~ 
l ime: Motor No.: -:,; -2; =,A Dot.: 5 
Side: Left (A) I Inrpector(r): L- .2, z>- A r /  .' 











Observation Drawing Worksheet - L.H. Aft Center Segment TPS Layout 
Figure A-3 
REV. A DOC N . 
SEC 
TWR-16475. Book 1 1 ~ 0 ~  Ix 
PAGE 9 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
- Space Operations 
DOC 
NO. TWR-16475, Sook 1 
Table A-I 
Inrtrumentatlon TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 




. .  
TPS Condition 
A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? 
B. Missing Material > 1.87" X 1.67" (TPSVD)? 
C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
If any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Ending 
Condition Station Station 
(Observation Location Location 






Ending Circumferential Axial 
Degree Width , Length 
Location (In.) (In.) 
(Des.) (WIDTH) (LENGTH) 







Comment sheetis) attached? >X> Yes - no 
REV. 
4 
Segment: Aft (AFT) Component: TPS Corrorponding Comment Number: - 
(270O) - 












Observation Drawing Worksheet - L.H. Aft Segment TPS Layout 
Figure A-4 
DOC N . "R-16475,  Book 1 v o ~  IX 
SEC I" 10 
4 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Table A-i 
instrumentation TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: (75 - 027 1 Date: 
Side: 0 Left (A) $IRisht (B) 
inspector(s): Br-yGq Be cA9 4 
Segment: $L Forward (FWD) 0 Forward Center (FCS) 0 Aft Center (ACS) Aft (AFT) 
/6 /nAR /yf? I Time: 
~ ~~ 
Component: TPS 
.. - .. . 
TPS Condition 
A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? 
B. Missing Material > 1.67" X 1.67" (TPSVD)? 
C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
If any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Ending 
Condition Station Station 
(Observation Location Location 

















(in.) (in. 1 
3 / 







Comment sheeljr) attached? no 
REV. DOC N . 
SEC 
TWR-16475. Book 1 1 ~ 0 ~  Ix 
.?AGE 4 
4 
Motor No.: - - _ ^ ~ n r ~  2 I Date: 3 .//& /kd 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
nmm: 
Side: Right (8) 
(270') 
- 
tnspmctor(r): I , /77 .:i t .? .?,# A! ,- 
. .  
0' 
Segment: Forward (FWD) Component: TPS 
900 












Observation Drawing Worksheet - R.H. Forward Segment TPS Layout 
Figure A-5 
c 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Spice Operations 
Table A-1 
Instrumentation TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: 373 - 9 I Date: / b  /sk4 I l ime: 
Side: 0 Lett (A) NR ieh t  (B) 
Inspector(s): pry e,,, a*Lq h 





A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? 
8. Missing Material > 1.87" X 1.87" (TPSVD)? 
C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
If any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Ending 
Condition Station Station 
(Observation Location Location 
Code) (In.) (In.) 
r/,75 m 939 



























, z l r  
Notes I Comments , PFT € P h 5  ff1r 
Comment sheelis) attached? - x Yes - no 
REV. & DOC N . 
SEC 
TWR-16475, Book llVo~ IX 
PAGE 4 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
ORiGlNAL PAG€ IS 
OF POOR QUALfTY 













Observation Drawing Worksheet - R.H. Forward Center Segment TPS hyout 
Figure A-8 
REV. A DOC N . 
SEC 
TWR-16475, Book II,, IX 
PAGE 12 
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Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Table A-i 
Instrumentation TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: 575 -827 I Date: /6  / n A R  77 87 I Time: 
Side: 0 Left (A) Z R i g h t  (8) 
inspector(s): fir yen Ea h 
Segment: 0 Forward (FWD) 0 Forward Center (FCS) Aft Center (ACS) 0 Aft (AFT) 
Component: TPS 
_ .  Comment 
TPS Condition Number 
no A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? - Yes - 
B. Missing Material > 1.67" X 1.67" (TPSVD)? yes t/ no 
C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
if any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Ending 
Condition Station Station 
(Observation Location Location 
Code) (In.) (In. 1 
TP5DM 1 1  7p 
, -  , I  v 
Starting Ending Circumferential Axial Radial 
Degree Degree Width . Length Depth 
(Deg. 1 (Des.) (WIDTH) (LENGTH) (DEPTH) 
Location Location (in.) (In.) (In.) 
Notes I Comments 
1, HFT EDGcF rf/TJ 
no - Ye= - Comment sheet jo) attached? 
REV. DOC N . 
SEC 
WR-16475, Book llVOL IX 
PAGE 4 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Segment: Aft Center (ACS) 
ORIGINAL PAGE, 1s 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Component: TPS Corresponding Comment Number: - 
SEC 
(270O) 














Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Table A-I 
lnrtrumentatlon TPS Condition - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Motor No.: 575- 027 I Date: / b  / 9 8 9  I Time: 
Side: Left (A) &Right (E) 
Inspector(s): f i p y a n  fia uq 
Segment: 0 Forward (FWD) {orward Center (FCS) 0 Aft Center (ACS) Ix[ Aft (Am) 
~~ 
Component: TPS 
. .  . 
TPS Condition 
A. CharredlHeat Affected Material (HTAFF)? 
6. Missing Material > 1.67“ X 1.67” (TPSVD)? 
C. Debrisllmpact Damage (TPSDM)? 
D. Unbonds (DEBND)? 
If any of these conditions exist, note: 
Starting Endlng 
Condition Station Station 
(Observation Locatlon Location 
Code) (In.) (In.) 
T P S D ~  15-5-u . -  , .  . -  
























(in. 1 (In.) 
# 5  
Comment Sheetis) attached? Yes -, no 
REV. J- 
DOC 
SEC :PAGE \ NO. TWR-16475. Book 1 voL IX 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
. Space Operations 
Motor No.: 36f3~2“0j 
ORiGlNAL PBGE SS 
OF POUR QUALtTY 
/ ,  
Date: 3,’’i , 77 Time: 
Segment: Aft (AFT) Component: TPS 
(270O) - 














Motor No.: STS - 027 I Side: (XI Left(A) Right(8) 
Inspection: Installed Removed 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Date: /5&fQr / Y p y  
Component: Instrumentation 
DOC N . TWR-16475. Book 1 
- Yes 
- Yes 
A. Transducer, 40' 3m 6.Q 
6. Transducer, 180" 7 1  - Yes 
C. Transducer, 270' 73 
D. Transducer, 115' - Yes 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
8. Transducer, 180' Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' P A  yes 
A. Transducer. 40' - Yes 
8. Transducer, 180'  Yes 
C. Transducer, 270' - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' - Yes 
II. Physical Damage (Nicks, Scratches. Gouges (DAMML))? 
C. Transducer. 270' J Yes 
ill. Loose Transducer (LOOSE)? 
IV. Damaged Threads (DBOLT), after removal only? 
vcL IX 
A. Transducer, 40' 
8. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer. 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' 
Plugged Port (PLGPT), after removal only? 
A. Transducer, 40' 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' 














































Motor No.: Side: Left(A) u -R igh t (B)  
Inspection: 0 Installed Removed 
Pressure Transducer (OPTS) - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Date: /5&r / q f l  
Component: Instrumentation 
DOC 
NO. TWR-16475, Book 1 
1. Evidence of Combustion Product Leakage (SOOT)? 
A. Transducer, 40' 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
Physical Damage (Nicks, Scratches, Gouges (DAMML))? - Yes A. Transducer, 40' - Ye= 6. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' W yes 
Loose Transducer (LOOSE)? 11, h 
A. Transducer, 40' 
E. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' 
IV. Damaged Threads (DBOLT), after removal only? 
A. Transducer, 40' 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' Nq yes 
Plugged Port (PLGPT), after removal only? 
- Yes - Yes 
I .  - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' #Yes 
II. 
D. Transducer, 115' yA Yes 
111. - Yes - Yea - Yes - Yes 




A. Transducer, 40' I 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' 






Locatlon Length (In.) 





no - no 
P/?. no . 
-
REV. J- 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
Motor No.: 575 - 2 'i I Side: Left(A) Rlght(B) 
Inspection: =Installed 0 Removed 
Table A-ll 
Pressure Transducer (OPTS) - Evaluation Checkoff Worksheet 
Date: ) Mar /7H 
Component: Instrumentation 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
0. Transducer, 180" - Yes 
C. Transducer, 270' - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' - Yes 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
B. Transducer, 180' - Yes 
C. Transducer, 270' - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' - Ye= 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
8. Transducer, 180' - Yes 
C. Transducer, 270' - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115" - Yes 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
B. Transducer, 180' - Yes 
C. Transducer, 270' - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' - Yes 
111. Loose Transducer (LOOSE)? 
IV. Damaged Threads (DBOLT), after removal only? 
V. Plugged Port (PLGPT), after removal only? 
If yes. note the indicated data: 
Condition Degree 
(Observation Start 
Code) Location Length (In.) 
























NO. TWR-16475. Book llvoL Ix 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
I 
Motor No.: s/-J -25 I Side: 0 Left(A) 64- Right(B) 
Inspection: 0 Installed Removed 
Date: /S' t- fig? 
Component: instrumentation 
1. Evidence of Combustion Product Leakage (SOOT)? 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
B. Transducer, 180' - Yes 
I C. Transducer, 270' - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' ,- Yes 
A. Transducer, 40' - Yes 
B. Transducer, 180" - Yes 
C. Transducer. 270' .- Yes 
D. Transducer. 115' - Yes 
- Yes 
.- Yes - Yes 
D. Transducer, 115' .- Yes 
It. Physical Damago (Nicks, Scratches, Gouges (DAMML))? 
ill. Loose Transducer (LOOSE)? f t /  
A. Transducer, 40' / 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
IV. Damaged Threads (DBOLT), after removal only? 
A. Transducer, 40' 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' 
Plugged Port (PLGPT), after removal only? 
A. Transducer, 40" 
B. Transducer, 180' 
C. Transducer, 270' 
D. Transducer, 115' 








Notes I Comment8 
Mx: NO. TWR-16475. Book lI,,, IX 
Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
OBSERVATION CLARIFICATION FORM 
Motor No. 37s - 02 4 Inspector(s) ~ ; v c / r  /3Gu9 h 
[7 Left (A) Right (8) Date /B #a/ 84 
Segment: 0 Forward Forward Center Aft Center 17 Aft Nozzle 
Joint: Component: A c L e / e r o m e  A r  
Location: 
Size: Circumferential Width (In.) Axial Length (In.) 
Starting Station (In.) I Y 7 9 * 
Starting Degree 0 Ending Degree 
Radial Dis?ance (In.) 
Ending Station (In.) 
Description: #K/U / c i c c e  / p c o / v l c ) I L p /  1s / o o s e .  
/ & & , e Y / * & ? b  /+ / T A r d )  
7 4  yf l  +G &J LaCAP / - C / h O U G /  / / - O M  f k e  * O r b ?  
/ - 
Sketch observation below or attach worksheets and list below. Indicate orientation and dimensions. 




SEC PAGE 14 
NO. TWR-16475, Book l lVoL IX 
. 
. Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
OBSERVATION CLARIFICATION FORM 
Motor No, TTs 029 Inrpector(8) f l  Y 15 *1 & u q  h 
Left (A) [7 Right (B) Date /B /n C Z T  rn 
Segment: Forward Forward Center Aft Center [7 Aft Nozzle 
Joint: Component: A c r e j e r o / * r p  f e y  
Location: Starting Station (In.) 8 3  9 ,  Ending Station (In.) 
Size: Circumferential Width (in.) Axial Length (In.) 
Description: A%/ cc 1 A c cP le r OM f r r  / 5 100s e. 
/ 
Starting Degree U Ending Degree 
Radial Distance (In.) 
f"/7 pey, A- A /L 7% d"CAC/ 1 
1 
Z m $ / L - . 5  A-tJ d&/, P e M o u &  /1_- t4f /n 06- 
Sketch observation below or attach worksheets and list below. Indicate orientation and dimensions. 
Show as much detail a8 necessary to explain the observation. 
Figure A-9 
REV. A DOC N . 
SEC 
TWR-16475, Book ~ ~ V O L  Ix 
PAGE 14 
DOC 
NO. TWR-16475, Book 1 
. Morton Thiokol Inc. 
Space Operations 
v ~ L  IX 
OBSERVATION CLARIFICATION FORM 
Motor No. 5 T5 - ’ ‘i Inspector(s) &LC& 
Joint: Component: D f  &ha- cz~~&.? .s  
Left (A) Right (B) Date I 7 /21orpy 
Segment: 0 Forward 0 Forward Center 0 Aft Center &Aft 0 Nozzle 
Location: Starting Station (In.) Ending Station (In.) 
Size: Circumferential Width (In.) Axial Length (In.) 
Starting Degree Ending Degree 
Radial Distance (In.) 
Description: c 4 / 3 L g  /36L&m /E LOL//fO@D G&’ 2?’;ctom f l m g  
& A l e  ,i Sd// ca+A& a f  t A c  r . ~ o s  f e r  fL . ,‘ / , 
D ,“.SC5 f c , O / f C e J  S e m e  L* l / e  ,4rA//L& f l Q Z L / C  
fl  us‘ d e  .=cruse W / / C S  & e r e  ~i c r o s s  f-Kc u o /  
‘LA!‘ .* 4c. ~ 0 2 r / e .  
SEC 
Sketch observation below or attach worksheets and list below. Indicate orientation and dimensions. 








SRB/SRM POSTRIGHT HARDWARE ASSESSMENT 
SQUAWK SHEET 
17. PROBLEM DISCRIPTION 
L MSFC ASSESSMENT E ~ N E E R  
19. EXECUTNE BOAI30 DISPOSITION 20. m NUMBER 




$ 1  
BOARO CHAlRMANlOATE , CONTRACTOR BOARO MEMBER/OATE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
TWR-17542, Vol. IX 
ORlGlNAL PAGE 
HI-ACK A R D  WHITE PWmRAPH 
TWR-17542, Vol. IX 
ORfGiNAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
TWR-17542, Vol. IX 
OPIGiNAL' PAGE 
8LA.CK ANG WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
F i g w e  4 
TWR-17542, V O ~ .  IX 
APPENDIX B 
DFI Instrumentation List 
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